Was Hitler really in control of Germany?

Hitler was declared president in 1934 in theory his power was unlimited. Nazi Germany was a one party state. Nazi propaganda greatest success was that it managed to present the impression that Hitler was hardworking and in control, and that Nazi regime was efficient and orderly.

Hitler the decision makers
Hitler kept a reasonably ordered daily routine but gradually his routine broke down. He suffered from insomnia. He rarely got up before late mornings. Far from being the ever-present dictator, with this routine it became more and more difficult to get him to make decisions. It was at the weekends as he would often ever leave his room before 2pm. It was difficult for the government officials to get in touch with him.
One historian concluded that he was exclusively concerned with upholding his personal prestige and personal authority, influenced in the strongest way by his closest advisers.

Hitler distrusted argument and critics and hated intellectuals. He dislike paperwork and increasing opted out of the day to day running of the government so that he could concentrate on what most interested him – military questions, foreign policy and his favourite architectural projects.